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Scope and Coverage
This encyclopedia explains the physical principles and common
techniques in laser technology, while also covering major areas of
fiber-optic technology and nonlinear optics, and addressing
supplementary topics like ultra short pulses, optical communications,
general optics, optoelectronics, and quantum optics. It contains 655

full articles. The encyclopedia covers following main categories:

The above categories are further subdivided. Like the main category
“Laser” includes sub categories like active mode locking, alexandrite
lasers, alignment sensitivity, all-solid-state lasers, amplified
spontaneous emission, argon ion lasers, beam combining, beam
pointing fluctuations, blue lasers, brightness converters, broad-area
laser diodes, bulk lasers, cavity dumping, ceramic gain media,
chromium-doped gain media, CO2 lasers, coherent beam combining,
composite laser crystals, continuous-wave operation, cooperative
lasing, core-less end caps, etc. and many more.

Kind of Information

In this encyclopedia the article provides information on a particular
topic in a different point of views. All the articles start with small
definition, along with German terms and instruction of citing the
article. After the preliminary information the article then provides
different other headings suitable for describing the topic. As for
example an article on “Gas Laser” starts with following key facts:

After the above information, the article then describes different types
of Gas Lasers, like Helium–neon laser, Argon ion lasers, Krypton ion
lasers, Carbon dioxide lasers, Carbon monoxide lasers, Excimer
lasers, Nitrogen lasers, Hydrogen lasers, etc.; then different
application of gas lasers. At the end the article includes
bibliographies and sees also references. The whole text includes lots
of internal links.
Special Features

 The encyclopedia offers a glossary of photonics terms.
 The encyclopedia also includes quizzes concerning laser

technology, optical fibers, and nonlinear optics
 The Photonics Spotlight – associated with the Encyclopedia
of Laser Physics and Technology is a “blog” (web log) with
the purpose of highlighting interesting news and useful
information in the area of photonics, particularly laser
technology and applications.

Arrangement Pattern

In the homepage the A to Z alphabets are provided to browse the
articles under each alphabets. The top bar includes link “Categories”
by clicking the button on can get the alphabetic list of categories. The
sub categories are also arranged alphabetically under particular
categories.

Remarks

This encyclopedia provides good quality physics related articles free
of coast which are very much useful for physics students.
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